
 
 

 
 

Appendix 1 
Proposed Guidance for Members at Site Visits 
 
Formal site visits may be requested by any Planning Committee. These can be 
requested either before a planning meeting or resolved at the meeting 
concerned. However, these consume resources and delay determination of an 
application. It is good practice to consider site visits only where there is a 
substantial benefit to the decision-making process, e.g. when the impact of the 
proposed development is difficult to visualise from prior inspection from a public 
place, or from the plans and the supporting material; or it is particularly 
contentious. 
 
It is recognised that Councillors are subject to lobbying on specific applications. 
In such cases, it is essential that care is taken to maintain the Council's and its 
members' integrity so as to protect the credibility of the planning process. 
 
Members are asked to bear in mind the following guidance when undertaking 
planning site visits so as to avoid the perception of pre-determination.  
 
• Site visits should be undertaken at an agreed predetermined time and 

conducted in a single group with a planning officer present at all times. 
• Members of the committee concerned should be encouraged to attend site 

visits. 
• The site visit is managed by the Chairman, Vice-Chairman or planning 

officer present. The Chairman or Vice Chairman will remind members of 
the guidance at the beginning of each visit. Members of the committee or 
subcommittee should not enter into discussions with interested parties, 
such as the applicant, the agent or neighbours during the visit. 

• Councillors/Planning Officers should not allow interested parties to use the 
site visit as an opportunity of lobbying members of the committee. It is 
made clear to other parties at the outset that the purpose is to gather 
information and to view the site only. 

• Any questions from members should be limited to questions of fact and 
directed, in the first instance, to the planning officer present and not directly 
to interested parities present. 

• In the interests of fairness to all parties, members as a single group should 
consider the desirability of viewing an application site from more than one 
property when the site visit is arranged. 

• Councillors must ensure that the application is not determined at the site 
visit 

• Councillors should avoid acceptance of any hospitality at a site visit, (apart 
from routine courtesies), which could be misinterpreted by third parties; 


